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Social Media Workshop Evaluation

 

Hello and thank you for your participation in the Social Media Workshop co-hosted by the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council and

the S.C. Sea Grant Consortium on October 26-27, 2011 in Charleston, SC. We enjoyed meeting all of you in person and learning and sharing

from each other on how to effectively use social media platforms to communicate with a variety of stakeholders.

In an effort to evaluate the effectiveness and value of the workshop, the S.C. Sea Grant Consortium would like to get some feedback from

participants on the workshop style, format and content. Please take some time to answer these few questions and please provide additional

written comments in the space provided at the end of the evaluation.

As an incentive for completing the evaluation, each participant that completes an evaluation will receive the complete workshop participant

list with contact information and a special thank you gift. We truly value your feedback from the workshop so that we can offer additional

workshops related to outreach and communication in the future.

Please don't hestitate to contact us with additional comments, questions or feedback.

Amber Von Harten, SC Sea Grant Consortium - ambervh@clemson.edu

Kim Iverson, SAFMC - kim.iverson@safmc.net

Andrea Grabman, SAFMC - andrea.grabman@safmc.net

Thank you for your participation in workshop and for completing the evaluation!

Question 1*

Please provide your assessment of the presentations provided about Facebook, Twitter, YouTube/Video, Blogs/Forums, Mobile Apps, Live
Events, Websites/E-Newsletters and the overall content/format of the workshop:

The speakers were knowledgeable about their topic.

 Strongly Agree  8  44.44% 

 Agree  10  55.56% 

 Neutral  0  0.00% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 
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Question 2*

The speakers presented materials in an understandable way.

 Strongly Agree  9  50.00% 

 Agree  8  44.44% 

 Neutral  1  5.56% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 3*

Information I learned during the Workshop will assist me in integrating certain social media tools and strategies for my organization.

 Strongly Agree  5  27.78% 

 Agree  8  44.44% 

 Neutral  4  22.22% 

 Disagree  1  5.56% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 4*

I had ample opportunities to interact with the speakers.

 Strongly Agree  9  50.00% 

 Agree  7  38.89% 

 Neutral  1  5.56% 

 Disagree  1  5.56% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 5*

As a result of participating in the Workshop, I feel more comfortable trying some of the concepts taught during the program.

 Strongly Agree  5  27.78% 

 Agree  8  44.44% 

 Neutral  5  27.78% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 6*

At least one topic presented during the Workshop relates to an outreach idea I would like to try with my organization.

 Strongly Agree  8  44.44% 

 Agree  8  44.44% 

 Neutral  2  11.11% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 



Question 7*

The Workshop met my expectations and needs.

 Strongly Agree  10  55.56% 

 Agree  7  38.89% 

 Neutral  1  5.56% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 8*

Networking with other agencies and organizations using social media tools was beneficial.

 Strongly Agree  11  61.11% 

 Agree  5  27.78% 

 Neutral  2  11.11% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 9*

I plan to contact the speakers we met during the Workshop to get more information about social media strategies for my organization.

 Strongly Agree  2  11.11% 

 Agree  8  44.44% 

 Neutral  7  38.89% 

 Disagree  1  5.56% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 

Question 10*

I would be interested in attending other workshops and training sessions on social media tools and other outreach methods beyond what
was learned at this workshop.

 Strongly Agree  10  55.56% 

 Agree  6  33.33% 

 Neutral  2  11.11% 

 Disagree  0  0.00% 

 Strongly Disagree  0  0.00% 



"

Question 11*

Please provide any additional comments and feedback on the workshop in the space provided below:

ID Text Answers (15) View
9409322 I was very impressed with the speakers knowledge and the way the program was set up. The SM tools are varied and can be complex,

perhaps narrow the focus on the next topics so we can delve a little deeper and not get overwhelmed in the material. Perhaps next
topics could include training in implementing a SM tool to work with Web sites. Thank you!

View

9407982 Thank you so much. Prior to this workshop I rarely used any social media. This workshop helped me understand the concept of social
media and specifics for how to manage social media accounts (facebook, twitter, etc.). It also helped me recognize the utility of social

media for engaging target audiences in outreach/education programs at my office.

View

9407551 I was skeptical about the workshop just because social media is such a very broad topic and I wasn't sure if we would be able to
adequately cover the numerous components that come under that broad heading. The workshop however exceeded my expectations
and I was thrilled with the speakers and the various ways they presented their topics. Having opportunity to interact with the speakers

over lunch and dinner and on breaks was very useful for getting specific information. Thank you for planning and implementing this
delightfully useful workshop!

View

9406801 Well done! View

9406650 No additional comments. View

9406598 na View

9406586 Although I was only able to participate in the workshop for one day, I found the information to be very useful. Unfortunately, I'm not
currently in a position with my employer to initiate any of the social media ideas. However, I will share the information and strategies that

I learned with those in outreach/media relations.

View

9406557 I'm not sure there's a way to avoid this, but several presenters provided information that would not be considered industry best
practices--things like tweeting upwards of 20 times a day for your organization, which has proven to be detrimental for organizations.

Other than that, I truly enjoyed the workshop. Thank you so much for your work organizing it and for having me there!

View

9406527 I am already following some new friends on Twitter and Facebook. View

9370089 I definitely felt like a listener more than a presenter. The information I learned the day I was there was worth the whole trip. Thanks
again.

View

9369966 It was helpful for the presenters to indicate any price associated with the social media tools and what steps they took to become
involved with the Social Media tools.

View

9273567 Was very interesting. View

9236239 I was only able to attend the conference for one day, so you can take my recommendations with a grain of salt because I may be
missing several pieces of the big picture. However, on the day I was there, I felt that the presentations could have been targeted more
toward helping others by sharing experiences, lessons learned and cool things others have tried rather than what felt like, at times, a

show and tell exercise. Some presentations were slow moving and felt more like bragging sessions rather than presentations that were
developed with a specific interest in benefitting the listeners and their work. Thank you for the experience! The thing I appreciated most
was the networking opportunity and the chance to hear the projects other conservation organizations are working on. I connected with

several organizations I was not familiar with before.

View

9224773 It was great to participate in the workshop and share some of our tactics for social media. Looking forward to seeing what everyone
does going forward on the various platforms and watching their communities grow.

View

9218031 Excellent workshop. The speakers were all very good. I was really impressed, and wish I could hire them all for my agency. View
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